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Letters· 
WHAT DO LESBIANS DO? 

Ms Rogers may be a woman who has 
been oppressed for centuries (Camp Ink, 
Vol 3, No. 5) I am only twen_ty-four. Her 
idea that women homosexuals are more 
oppressed than men homosexuals is an 
instance of sexism. Is a middle-class woman 
academic more oppressed than an 
unemployed male aboriginal? Who is to say 
that an individual male homosexual is less 
oppressed than an individual woman. 

In answer to her age-old. query of what 
lesbians do. Might I suggest to Ms Rogers 
that there is no· conflict of interests 
between the aims of the women's 
movement and those of the homosexual 
movement. We are all fighting sexism. If Ms 
Rogers cannot see this, then she should 
re-read "Sexism and the Women's 
Movement", Camp Ink, Vol. 3, No. 2. 

If she is uncertain about her role as a 
woman or a homosexual then perhaps Ms 
Rogers could exert herself as both. She 
might start by fighting for homosexual 
rights within the women's movement. The 
fact that WEL in ··Tasmania has voted to 
support homosexual law reform as a 
feminist issue (Libaction, August '73) 
should encourage her. Further as Ms 
Rogers comes from Vic., I suggest she fight 
for the rights of women in her local 
homosexual organisation, "Society 5", 
which is well-known for its authoritarian 
male-dominated structure and for its 
blatant tokenism to lesbians. By making 
the homosexual and women's movements 
aware of the issues common to both, she 
would be helping to achieve the 
commonly-held aims, the abolition of sex 
roles. 

The idea of forming a ·separatist group 
such as lesbians as distinct from poofters in 
C.A.M.P., or lesbians as distinct· from 
heterosexual women in Women's 
Liberation, for purposes other than 
consciousness raising is counter productive. 
It removes activists from the areas where 
sexism can be fought within our own 
ranks. 

Separatism for its own sake has achieved 
nothing. The Country Women's 
Association has existe.d for fifty years and 
has a membership of 63,000. They would 
have done more for women if they had 
included men in their cake-baking 
activities. 

Joan Morrison, 
Tasmania. 

CAMP ARTICLE INTO SCHOOL MAG. 
". . . The article I wrote was censored 

by the English master who sent me to the 
principal. I was limited as to the amount I 
wrote and also had to omit the word 
"homosexual" a couple of times. Anyway, 
I'm pleased that it could be printed' in the 
paper ... 

When I first contacted you both·, I said I 
was bisexual, thinking that there was some 
possibility of me being like everyone else. 
However, after meeting both of you I 
realised how ridiculous I was being trying 
to fight it. I've now completely accepted it 
and am proud of what I am .. .'' 

Lesbian School Girl. 

SOMEBODY LIKES US 
Re my_ subscription to 'Camp Ink', paid 

to Society .5 in February of. this year, it 
appears from the letter in the last issue that 
perhaps I am receiving Camp Ink because 
of my direct inquiry .. some weeks ·ago 
through your 'Phone A Friend' number. If 
this is the case I do hope you will keep .the 
issues. coming. I guarantee to make good 
the subscription charges upon request. 

Finally, I would like you and your 
associates to know that I'm most impressed · 
with 'Camp Ink'. Reading my first copy 
made me feel very humble but it also ma:de , ' 
me proud to be homosexual and be 
idenfified with such fine, dedicated, gutsy 
people as you who make the movement 
function. 

I.H. (Vic.) 

TELLING MUM 
He wanted to tell his mother, but was so 

afraid of what she would say, and yet, he 
could not contain such a secret within him 
any longer. 

He. was finally ready to take that. big· 
plunge knowing full well that his very own 
parents could disown him. He sat down to 
write, with pen in hand, and a burning fire 
in his heart, this was to be one .of the 
hardest letters he had ever written, but he 
knew it had to be done. 

When his mother received and opened 
the letter, she sensed, before she read, that 
something was radically wrong. Her son's 
handwriting was shakey and not like that 
of a calm hand, and as she read' those 
words "Dear Mum, I am a homosexual",, 
tears fell from her eyes. 

"My son, what he mu·st be going 
through, I must write to him and tell him 
I'll try to comprehend and fully 
understand." "But, wait, his father must 
never know of all this, I must destroy this 
letter, if he found out, he'd hit the roof 
calling him 'a bloody poofta' and .never let 
him set foot in this home again." 

This is just one example of what is going 
on around us, but what can we do about it. 
I personally recommend contacting 
C.A.M.P. I've been through all , this, and 
proved for myself that C.A.M.P. can help. 

Campaign Against Moral Persecution" 
has branches in all states and fully trained· . 
counseilors to help in that time when one. / :. 
is most needed. Support and stick by them,•·· ' 
you'll be well rewarded in knowing that 
you had a part 't!) play in helping others. . 

· ' Ken. A. Goodenough (Qld.) 



Brisbane CAMP Comes Out 
"Welcome to the sunshine state," the 

banners say, ignoring the. rain. 
''Welcome to ALP Conference 

delegate,-" say others. 
"And welcome to the gays", we say as 

we takP up our positions on the verandah 
outside he Corroboree Room at the 
·Chevron Hotel. The ALP Conference is 
meeting .inside. 

We are here because it appears that the 
ALP is not going to discuss gay issues at all. 
So we have. our badges on and. our 
pamphlets ready. 

At last the delegates come out for 
morning tea. So we move in on them to 

•· talk · and distribute pamphlets. Don 
Dunstan looks worried about Rex Connor's 
bit about minerals and throws a "No 

··. comment", in our direction. Gough is for 
change., Bob Hawke seems O.K. Clyde 
Cameron is non-committal. This makes me 
angry. For he's going to guarantee jobs for 
women, aborigines and migrants, isn't he? 
What about us? . 

Bill Hayden says "Hi!" and talks for a 
· while. He introduce·s me. to one of his staff. 

She appears to be the only. woman amongst 
the 'in' group. (Where's M/s Reid?) She's 
wearing a, large fabric women's lib badge on 
her shoulder . bag. So our• sisters get a 

· · , mention. Bill introduces me to Lionel 
Murphy. 

Lionel says he is against discrimination .. 
· He continues along reformist lines and then 
he dro'ps his bomb-shell: "Michael Cass -
you . know Michael Cass? - has been 

. appointed as a research officer with the 
·· Institute of Criminology". We discuss 

Michael's ability to change and influence 
. , laws from his hew position. 

The delegates go back to the Corrob.oree 
Room. We gays go off to the Pink Elephant 
Bar and talk it all over. 

''We were treated courteously." "The 
Press noticed us." 

A few encouraging signs; but generally 
· ' · we feel let down. I feel that the delegates 

· have done their job well: they soften us 
with tokenism and all we really get is a few 
lines here and there in the press. Though I 
must say that I am plea~ed to read a tiny · 
piece about us in the "Sydney Morning 

. II'erald""next morning. 
The State Conference of the Liberal 

Party, this time. They have a motion to 
remove legal sanctions against consenting 
adults who perform sex. acts in private. A 
. couple .of the delegates are Campus Camp 
members .so we turn out Jo s1:1pport them. 
'.They both bravely wear their "CAMP" 

, ,qadges. 
There are a few new gays amongst the 

,· ,(:.group .this time. This pleases me. The 
.• { 9rganisation is gaining· strength. Although 
i: cit inay only be that this is a Saturday, not a. 

Monday (as the ALP Conference was). 
, i .l smile blatantly from behind my "GA\· 
lSGoOu: T-shirt and listen to the rude . 

remarks. Just as well I feel OK today about 
being gay or· else I· could get very 
depressed. 

· One· old lady is disappointed that we are 
on their doorstep. Don Lane, MLA, the 
ex-special branch detective, cracks that we 
aren't going · to make it compulsory, . are 
we? I assure him that he will have a choice .. 
And soon they are all gone in. 

This time we an! a bit unhappy in• the 
Pink Elephant Bar. The reaction has been 
bad. We even doubt the validity of our 
being here. A few of the members of 
Campus Camp are to hand out a 
provocative hand-biil to the kids visiting 
Uni Expo this afternoon; so we hurry back 
to Brisbane. Sunday night Bill brings us the 
news: The motion has been passed. A 
victory! 

So why not try the Conference ofthe 
South Eastern Zone of the Country Party. 
It's Saturday again. The venue is not so 
plush--,- the Southport RSL Club. We can't 
get in. So here we stand, out in the 
cheerless weather; with heavy threatening 
clouds overhead. Pierra-poofter-poodle 
amuses us with his d<;>ggy antics as we wait 
for the delegates. 

"We're here to seek consideration of 
homosexuals' rights ... " my speech starts. 
Short, mostly unpleasant, encounters 
follow. 

A TV camera whirls. Bill gets a foot 
stamped on. 

"Shove. it up ya arse;" one dark'-Suited 
epitome of respectability calls to him. 

And a free diagnosis/prognosis from an 
aged woman doctor: "You'll waste your 
youth," she says. "You're weak," she 
continues. 

"A Jot of professions disagree with you, 
ma'am," I try to engage her in discussion. 

"They're weak too," rejoins the doctor 
and flounces off. I splutter about the BMA 
but she's gone. The TV camera whirls 

"All you need is a.good woman;".we are 
told. This despite the presence of our own 
lovely Laurel. 

"She's not one of ·them, too?" and 
"There aren't women .homosexuals, are 
there?" obviously refer to Laurel. 

"Those uninformed bitches aren't going 
to make decisions that affect my life, are 
they?" l muse aloud. 

We have Lex Watson with us. · He 
declines the Pink Elephant Bar. We end up 
in· the corner bar of the Surfers Paradise .. A 
few customers look at our CAMP badges. · 
Ate some of the. local gays (and some from 
Sydney we know) ignoring us? Maurice 
draws our attention to the sexist references 
to birds in the pictures over the bar. (I do. 
my own sexist thing at the Italian Food · 
Bar eyeing off the lifesaver - the· only 
pretty thing in the whole encounter.) 

Now it's back to .Brisbane . But whfii':,: 
this. Headline news on Channel 7, our best 
sup.porter. "A strange greeting. 'for the 
Country Party," they say. . . 

Oh well. A few gays out there in tv 
land know that .we are trying to get , 
something moving. And even if that's an· 
we achieve - a few silent gays realising 
they are not alone - I suppose those three 
political .meetings were worth it. 

I wouldn't recommend · political rallies 
fo anyone who was at all despondent about, 
being gay. You certainly could have your , 
depression reinforced. · 

, Brian Day 

Shown in our picture is a band of happy 
homosexuals from Queensland Campus 
Camp preparing to set out on the Labour 
Day march in Brisbane · this year . 

"Let the communists and the 
homosexuals campaign for their causes by 
all means", Ald. Burton said, "But• they 
should do it under their own banner and 
not through . our traditional Labour Day 
celebrations ... 



·-
worry - he's not dangerous 

(Canbe,;ra Times, 19th May 1973) , I 
I 

~~_s 
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The Ultimate in Tokenism. 

B'y Lex Watson 
. Gorton is to move, and Cass"to second, the 

following motion. . .. 
'That in the opinion of this House 

homosexual acts between consenting adults 
in · private should not be subject to the 
criminal law.' 

Such is to be the best move in the 
process that Cass started with his 
announcement that he was to move an 
HLR oill. Not surprisingly, Cabinet is 
reported to have squashed that little notion
rather promptly, and reportedly decided 
that, unlike the abortion bill, they would 
not allow parliamentary time for such a 
private members bill. At that stage Cass 
became rather publicity shy and preferred 
not to talk about the subject. 

Gorton's offer, following lobbying from 
CAMP (NSW), to move or second such a_ 
bill . tor · Cass, altered the situation 
considerably. That offer meant that unlike 
the ab.ortion issue, this was to be 
bi~partisan which took the heat off the 
allegedly 'permissive' ALP, and made 
Cabinet happier. Whitlam then gave his 
approval to Cass to be associated with the 

' p(oposal, and that approval . meant one 
other significant difference from the 
abortion debate. With the abortion moves, 
Whitlam insisted that it could not be 
initiated by a Minister, hence McKenzie 
and Lamb carried the flag. This time, since 
Gorton is a 'front-bencher', Cass as a 
'.front-bencher' is to be allowed to move or 
second the motion.· 

So far, so good. But between the first 
announcement, and Gorton's notice of 
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motion at the end of the last sitting, one 
thing changed for the worse. The proposal 
now is not for an HLR bill, but a motion 
stating the views of the House. It seems to_ 
be a precedential decision for a parliament 
to express the view that it does not support 
one of its _own l;iws, but declines or fails to 
repeal that law. Yet such is the proposal 
here. Why? There are numerous possible 
reasons, but first perhaps we should note 
what the view expressed is to be. 

First, note that the word is 'adults'. 
What exactly is meant by this is unknown, 
but clearly it is 18 or above. The age of 
consent for heterosexual women is not 16 · 
in the ACT. For a heterosexual fuck, there 
is no age of consent for males as such, no 
carnal knowledge charges there. We must 
insist on equality of age of ·consent as a 
minimum requirement. 

Second, 'in private'. Heterosuexal acts 
in public are not" 'subject to the criminal 
law' in the ACT. You may get booked 
under the Police Offences Act 1902 of 
NSW, where 'indecent behaviour in any 
street or public place' carries a maximum 
of seven days imprisonment, but this is of a 
different order to the Crimes Act provision 
on buggery, whether public or private;· 
which in the ACT carries a maximum of life 
and a minimum of five years. 
~- Th_e anti-camp clii1,1ses of the Crimes Act 
should be scrapped entirely. There are other 
laws quite adequate to cover public 
offences. Like the question of age of 
consent, there is no. reasori why the legal 
position of .homosexual act~ _should differ 

from that of heterosexual acts under 
similar circumstances. Legai equali.ty is . a 
minimum requirement. 

Apparently our politicians are terrified· 
of any HLR moves. This is curious, 
particularly within the framew.ork_ of 
traditional arguments about the legalisnis 
of HLR. The ACT law, whether_it be used 
or not, and it has been used when it ~houfd · 
not have been, is even more out of date 
than our State laws on camp acts. 

The'ACT law is the NSVv law.as it was in 
1913, when the ACT was established. 'since 
then, NSW has. changed and moderated 
those laws, the ACT has not touched its 
laws. The major differences are that in 
NSW the penalty for the 'abominable crime 
of buggery' is now 14 years, whereas in the 
ACT the maximum penalty is life, the 
minimum is five years. (Note that the 
average jail sentence for buggery in NSW is 
under three years.) NSW made that change 
in 1924. 

The other major change is that NSW in 
19 5 5 added a new offence. It is s. 81 A, !!nd 
makes, 'any act of indecency' between 
males a crime punishable by two years 
imprisonment. Previously, such acts were 
prosecuted under s. 81 ~ indecent assaults 
on a male person, with or without consent, 
and carried a maximum of five years. The 
ACT does not have the lesser offence still, 
assuming that 'assault' is· always part of a 
homosexual act. 

The point thus is, why should our 
federal politicians in 1973 be terrified of 
making changes in a direction that NSW . 
embarked on.almost fifty years back? And 
NSW is riot alone in having made some 
concessions to homosexuals, for in the 
Victorian Crimes Act of I 890, .• the 
maximum for buggery was death (at the 
same time the age of consent for 'wom'en 
was 12 years!) but that was reduced many 
years ago to 15 years. 

The logic behind Gorton's move appears 
to be that the government will take the_ 
passage of this motion_ as a directive in . 1 

redrafting the draft criminal .code for the 
ACT. Since the ALP is reported to intend 
to leave homosexual acts out of that code 
anyhow, it is a pointless exercise if 
successful, and a very dangerous one if, as 
is likely, it fails. And its terms of reference;, 
if that is the aim, are absurdly restrictive. A 
simple motion that homosexual acts should 
not as such be held to be criminal would be 
very adequate for that. 

What will come of this motion, 
regardless of the · intention of its 
supporters, will be a parading of th_eir 
'liberal' consciences. They will get written 
into the history books as reformers, they , 
will absolve their consciences., they ,win 
achieve nothing for the homosexual. ,The 
same effect has already been rriade by 
Gorton's public satement, and Cass' also. A 
brief parliamentary debate - and it will be · · 
so short it will be apsurd, lasting maybe an 
hour - will advance on that not at 'all. ·· 

TruJy already tokenism _has won another 
major victory in Australia., 



Expert Homosextials. 
On Saturday; the 18th August, the 

)V.E.A. held. a day 0long seminar on 
.homosexuality. This was a folfowson from 

; . a 'residential school on sex and sexuality 
. that was p.eld over the. June long weekend 
at Newport,NSW. . .. 

. Rev. W. G. Coughlan heading the group 
of 2~ people stated in his opening remarks 
.that the seminar was an attempt to gain an 

··intellectual and emotional understanding 
'.of homosexuality in an atmosphere he 
. hoped would • be free of belligetance or 
condemnation. The people involved in the 

. seminar were a few "experts", two men 
.·.·.··. · an4 two women involved in ''dialogues", 

.·and· some of those who had participated in 
the Tune residential school. 

Joyce Geake, a fiftyish, grey-haired . 
autllor of a to:be-published book on how 
counseUing- can help homosexuals, opened 

· the first dialogue. She mentioned that one 
.in twenty people were homosexual and if 

•· they . aJl ·. came out a great deal · of our 
pr6blems would be. over. This one in · 

.· twenty figure gave 300,000 homosexuals in 
. Australia of whom 298,000 did not belohg 
to C:A.M.P. These were· the· ones she cared 
:about. She divided them into five groups, 
· .})Older people. C.A.M.P. she believed 

. was for the old ahd male. · 
. . .· 2) Young. people who were frightened 
, ';,..i111d confused, : t.oo afraid to commit 
. < t}u;mselves to a>honiosex:ual Organisation. 

· 3) Conservatives who were never going 
lo be activist about anything although they 
were perhaps sympathetic:. · 

4) Tl:).ose too committed· with marriage. 
.· bi career to. get involved. . . 

.... · S). Those · 'homosexuals , who were 
happily • settled and unconcerned . by 

···. com:µnmity .attitudes. 
· · Joyce Geake· stated tliat it was very 

. . 4ifficult to have self-respect when the 
•· community .did not respect you. It was 
• ' ofteri difficult for homosexuals to adjust to 

Jheir · . homosexuality. She felt that 
homosexuals . rieeded non-Judgmental, 
p.elpful counselling. The 'counselling advice 
~he divided into six categories depending 

' on tlie type of solution· offered: 
· .. J:) psychiat.ric help. She had found it 
very helpful. . . 

. > 2) "turh away from love". She tried 
··. ; tliat too-(still trying?). .· 

. . 3).lea:d a double life. Shetried that: 
4) · Marry a heterose.xual. She had not 

triedthaL . 
5) Marry a homosexµal of the opposite 

. s.c,ix and have extra-marital · meaningful 
felatJohship.She had not tried that. · 

·. '6) · Be honest; come out an_d perhaps be 
:.rnilitant (no.comment). . 

' Her ultimate ai.m was to assimilate 
''. :/homosexuals · ip.to the community. 

>; p;,unseUors would· <helphom:osexuals to 
C'.' de.cide. which Of the six choices was the 
. ·• bestihdividual solu.tiort for them. . . · 

{\_Sue Wills; Cciapresideht of C.A.M.P:, 
AN. -~·-W. replied to Joyce Geake, Saying that 

·although coming out did much to alleviate 
misunderstanding it was not the complete 
answer. Blacks could not hide their 
blackness, Women· could not hide their 

.femaleness. They were discriminated 
against. Coming-out allowed homosexuals 
to confront discrimination openly. It did 
not end discrimination. · 

Counselling, was · deemed to be 
important by · C.A.M.P., and the 
Homosexual Guidahce Service· 'and 
Phone-a-Friend had been set up to provide 
advice for those who so.light it. However,, 
counselling could only· help the. existing · 
ho.mosexuals . 9vercome · their guilt feelings 
and cope with their, hostile environment. 
What was needed was an education 
programme aimed at eradicating the 
ignorance that gives rise to guilt feelings in 
homosexuals and the hostility against, 
homosexuality. C.A.M.P.. was concerned· 
with all homosexuals, not just its members; 
but especially those homosexuals. of the 
future, and was continuing with a strong 
education programme, talking .to children 
in schools, t.o medical students, and to the 
counsellors so that. they. would realise that 
homosexuals 'are • merely different not 
worse thiin heterosexuals. 

Sue Wills saw the need to change 
society, not merely tci encourage 
homosexuals to find an individual solution 
so they fitted themselves into the present 
society. 

After that beginning, . the discussion 
drifted onto the subject of should lesbians 
be allowed to adopt childre.n. Joyce Geake 
thought they should not. Children should 
have the same parents as everyone else. If. 
adopted children had lesbian parents they 
would be teased by their friends at school., 
Dr. Lucio, an Eastern suburbs mother of 
two, W.E.L. member, psychiatrist, ancl 
"expert", felt that nobody knew much 
about the early environmental effects• on 
children. S}:le did not kriow if lesbians were 
better , or worse for children than a 
heterosexual set of parents, so she plumped 
heavily for heterosexuals. Lance Gowland 
thought that lesbians . would be less likely 
to · raise a sexist child: David• Widdup, 
another ''expert" said they knew of no 
differences • between homosexual and 
heterosexual parents they should toss a 
fucking coin. . 

After lunch, Lance Gowland of 
Gay-liberation .and Peter Bonsall0 Bo6ne of 
C.A.M.P. "dialogued". Their· dialogue was 
more subjective than the earlier one by the 
women.· They .each told of their lives. It 
seemed ,to. impress and inform the. 
heterosexuals. Lanc'e also' introduced. the 
topic ofsexism: the allocation of different 
roles based. on sex s,o that people were 
forced .to relate differently to men an.d to• 
women:. It was this prohibition on relating 
to members of one's own sex in the same 
waY: that·· one is supposed to r~late. to the . 

,associated with homos~xuality ,' It was 
more accurately - , the problem of 
heterosexuals, those unable to relate to 
members ·of their own sex, qr to accept 
those people who can. 
: One of the problem heterosexuals told. 
Gaby Antolovich that because he knew she 
was a lesbian he would not, be able to talk 
to her freely. He was able .to relate to 
women in the prescribed w·ays but she 
made all that .meaningless. Gaby said that 
people should relate to people as people, 
they should. not rely. on role-playing which 
does not allow for real communication. 
She felt that our society breeds laziness in · 
relationships with people; that when our 
roles prOve to be inadequate we just give 
up instead of trying to communicate on a 
new and individual plane. 

Eventually the discussion degenerated 
to the "causes" .of· homosexuality. Gaby 
said this was as useful as. trying t~. figure 
ou_t . why certain men were attracted :to. 
blondes, sli:iri waists or big boobs. 1'.~e 
causes were likely to. be different for each 
person, ~nd unHkely to lead to any 
understanding of the isstiesinvolved. foyce 
Geake reiterated the tired. old. theories on. 
causatiqn/. somet_hing to do with· the . 
hypothalamus, hormones ·and something 
nasty.in the wood shed. · 

Dr. Barr an ''expert", a rather small' 
man, none too masculine felt that· there· 
were real differences between men an.cl. 
wotnen;1thatmen arid women should relate 
differently to each other. This was .tlie:
opening for David Widdup to. launch into 
his now familiar sex-role spiel on how 
biological differences were exploited far 

. beyond their natural limitations. .· 
Rev. Coughlan (Cog to his friend~) 

failed to. see the relevence of sexism to 
homosexuality bµt he thanked everyone 
for coming. Some other c_hurch minister 
said that you could be. kind to certain 
individualhoinosexuals without condoning. 
homosex-uality. Joyce Geake ( who had. 
smiled all day witl1 . an rm sorry Tm .a 
lesbian I won'.t :do it a~ain smile) lookecl. 
apologetic but pleased. The experts left 
and let the others decide what the next 
episode of the,sex and .sexuality conferenc~ 
should land on. , · 

-
!\;;;;Her..:· riAKt<.,, 

'{:~...:~N4EL,1
1
~~• :~~~~:;;rt~ 

,nn. · · 

opposite sex · that caused • the problems . .-,----..,....,.....,.. ___________ _, 
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Psychiatric Liberatio·n 

A symposium on "Liberation 
Movements and· Psychiatry" was held at 
Prince Henry Hospital, Sydney, on Monday 
and Tuesday, August 6th and 7th. It was 
sponsored by Geigy Pharmaceuticals who 
make a variety of medicinal preparations 
including Tofranil, for the trea_tment of 
depressive states and bed-wetting, Insldon, 
for the ·treatment of psycho-autonomic 
conditions due to an underlying 
disturbance of mood, and Pertofran, for 
the treatment of depressive states 
characterised by psychomotor retardation 
and a lack of drive (reference MIMS 
Monthly Index of Medical Specialities). 

About 300 people, m_any of them 
practicing psychiatrisfs, attended to hear 
.pap.ers on Abortion, Women's Liberation, 
Pornography, Sexual Liberation (that is 
Homosexuality) and Anti-Psychiatry. The 
symposium however was limited because 
Women's Liberation, CAMP and Gay 
Liberation declined Professor McConaghy's 
invitation to participate. Gay Liberation 
boycotted the conference completely, and 
ina11y of the women in Women~s Lib 
refuse<l to participate because of the Gay 
Lib boycott. As well as· this,· women in 
Women;s Lib did not wish to speak .on 
b,;,half of . the womens' movement. Judy 
Mundey finally agreed to present a paper 
on "Sexism an!'.! Psychiatry" and Andrew 
Jakubowicz gave a paper on Gay 
Liberation's attitude to psychiatry. 

· The protest by the 'liberation groups 
received no official mention nor was it 
discussed except for one comment by Liz 
Fell who expressed solidarity with the 
groups who had refused to participate. 

. the result of the boycott was that the 
conference consisted mainly of academic 
papers given by professional psychologists, 
psychiatrists, sociologists and social 
workers, all of whom had some kind of 
.specialist sfatus: This sense of 
''professionals getting together to discuss 
certain problems amongst themselves" was 
one of the objections of the_ liberation 
groups, yet there was no attempt to break 
this down. The structure of the conference 
- ~ca_demic paper followed by questions -

. simply· reinforced this. problem but 
unfortunately. did not highlight the fact 
that any fay opmion or for that matter any 
fm;1.daniental questioning of assumptions 
could not· proceed because. the structure 

· had already determined what mattered and 
what was irrelevant. Thus the reaction to 
Judy Mundey from some people in the 

· audience . ·was "isn't she sweet, she· 
obviously .hasn't done this before" - a 

· c9mment implying that it didn't. matter 
what she was saying because, for her, the 
whole. thing was some sort of initiation 
rite/ It. was nice to· see Helen Moloney 
(FamUy Psychiatrist, •. Sydney - "How 
Psychiatry PutiiWomen Down") truthfully 

. " . ' . . . .. -
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Prof Neil Mcconaghy, Australia's best 
known aversion therapist·· and "darling" 
of the Homosexual Movement. 

admitting that she was too terrified to 
answer an obscure and esoteric question 
from the audience. Dr. Neville Parker 
(Psychiatrist, Brisbane) did not help things 
along by saying that he'd been asked to 
give a provocative paper. 

. All of this contributed to. a. feeling 
among a small number of people at the end 
of the first day that the boycott was 
completely justified, particularly _in the 
light of the stir caused by the anti-feminist 
papers. But there was also a feeling of 
annoyance. Some women in the audience 
thought that the anti-feminism being 
preached was based on a distinct 
misunderstanding and ignorance of 
fem!,nist ideas, and it was felt a pity that no 
direct confrontation of the problem was 
reached. (For an account of the first day 
see Caroline Graham in 'Nation Review', 

· August 10-16.) 
The second day opened quietly with 

papers on pornography. Dr. Fariµer 
(Psychology UNSW) gave a paper on sex 
censorship in the home arid the use of 
pornography in the treatment of "sexual 
dysfunction;': He detailed cases of 
treatment involving erectile impotence and 
'missed orgasm'. This was followed by <! 
paper on the connections between the . 
availability of pornography and the rise in 
sex crimes by Dr. Court (Psychology, 
Flinders). In it he tried to demonstrate that 
pornography · ·consitituted a "less 
conspicuous influence" in the commitment 
of sex.crimes, notably rape. 

Wendy Bacon commented 'on these two 
papers and made three points: that 
potriography. is a reflection of the sexual• 
and social structure· of a society and its 
likely affects must be . viewed in that 

context; that anti~pornographers, like -· 
Court,: fail to make distinctions between. 
different sorts of sexual material and; that 
almost all pornography in Western society 
caters to the fantasies of heterosexual and 
to a lesser. extent homosexual males. 

The divergence of opinion in this matte{· 
did not provoke much response, ·.probably 
because pornograpqy _does not represent a 
major field _ of p:,;ychiafric _ interest. Rathei: · 
it is probably seen as a social issue offering 
some repercussion for psychiatry, but not 
many. The first two speakers both prefaced 
their papers witha statement to the effect 
that the issues of censorship• and • 
pornography will be debated for a fohg 
time to come. · 

After morning tea, the audience 
returned to find that Gay Liberation had: 
leafletted the auditorium with a copy of · 
Camp Ink on "Intellectual Poofter 
Bashers" and a statement, part of which 
read:· 

"The point may not have come over 
clearly: that the. homosexual liberation· 
movement has boycotted this confen;nce, 

We were invited to speak - by Professoi: 
Mcconaghy himself ...:: but we regard ,the . 
idea of HIS setting up a conference that i~ 
(unbelievably) styled "Psychiatry . and·\ 
Liberation" as utterly farcical. 

You see, we're just not prepared -to'. 
come along and "rationally" debate out 
position· with our oppressors. No, we're fed 
up with that. We're· sick of . being 
reasonable anymore when the oppressive 
horrors of' aversion therap y,, 
psychosurgery and neo-Freudian bullshit. 
psychotherapy continue to fuck us over. .-

Last year however, being less aware.than 
we are now, we did engage in reasonable 
debate with McConaghy: We argued that 
people came to him to be "cured" of their 
homosexuality · because they were . 
oppressed. That. is, they are victims of this· · 
society's sexist, anti-homosexual values, 
They have internalised the sort of 
ideological bullshit that claims ... 
heterosexuality is a -basic prerequisite' for a 
happy life. Time and again the brick wall 
descended: "People come of their owri free-. 
will ... " "My work is value free .. ;'; are 
arriong his stock replies. 

We are not going to debate.our position. 
quietly and rationally in the context of a • 
conference of shrinks who virtually all , 
accept some .of the assumptions tliat allo\iv ' . 
sexist torturers; like McConaghy ,:and sexist '.. 
butchers like · Harry Bailey (with : Iiis :, : 
psychosurgery)to exist.at all. For ALL the. 
theories y,ou work withinJitfo one degree 
or another, the prevailing sexist ideology of 
this society. Blatantly, as in -the case of .. ·· 
ayersion· therapy and psychosu:rgery, ·c1nd_ 
more subtly and insidiously in the case of 
the non~Behaviouristtherapies. , · · 

. '. . you are all guilty as oppressors --:'• • · 



)1~!!~1,t?i~l~.:if J,~a!>cti~Itpr6vJ/fieI\ci~~gilanc~ ~t • 
i avetsiqn therapy· or psyd1osurgery • ~ ,you 

havi •to accent the charge. We know, for 
'example, from. the kind .of informaticm 
that. came . fo when CAMP was. looking for· 

· ,yrofession,al Sl.l. pportersf or the l10mosexual 
· guidance service tha.t there is a barely one 

sh;ri11k · in.this city who doesn't. worLto 
·•.- SOJIJ.e d¢greewith sexistassumptions'. 

S.9µr professfon ll'\lVENTED the idea 
tllaf .homosexuality •is,a form. of mental 

> illness' and there is nothing to sµggest that 
· • '\}he idea is radically being challenged within 

y6ur ·· profession ' .... we will work to 
• . subvert you as active agents of an 

oppressive social system/' 
> My accoµnt qf the next two hours .of 

the conference ' will be • rather: biased 
· .because of rriy direct ·participat1on in what 

. ep.sured. · · ' 
.?C · . The .. first speaker was Dr/ Cade 
.. •· 

1 
. · (psychiatrist Superintendent, . Mental 

Health Authority, Victoria). Ther.e was 
already a · c.ertain ainourit of tension 

·• geilerated.in the audience partly as aresult 
· of tlle leaflet; but more directly because of 

... · .. the ,pres<:ln.ce of. a nµmber · of Gay 
' ,, •• Liberationists at the ... · back of the 

a.uditorium. (It had appeare<l at orie stage 
that members of the public. Who wished to 
att<:lnd tlre symposium would only be able 
to watch the proceedings on dosed circuit 
:JViµ another room.This liad been done on 
the first day. and was taken by Gay. 
.Mberation to he a provocative ,gesture on 
fhe partofthe organisers.) 

>Dre Cade gave a cautious and liberal 
paper which seemed very much to be a 

'
0 conciliatory. gesture;. It was also a· paper 

! { :'concentrating . solely on men and the 
· stereotype• ri:Iale .. homosexual. _ Cade 

' stated that h~ rriade no moral judgements 
.... · .. >on patients ancl that he worked from ,the 
.... ·· assi:u:nption 'th11.t people were sexual beings. 

This. ho_wever did not· prevent hlm from 
.. tii1ldng about ''preferred sex. objects", 

/<. , }'.sex,u1il 'identiff' .· and people.· who, sexual' 
· ·. ;: 6.rientation had been. ''intetferred with": 

· '·He fi~ished by saying that, as a psychiatrist 
stiperintendent, he ,preferred. not to employ 
·homosexual men. for male-ward duty, 

•' indic~tihg thai h:<:l thought. that a person's 

sex-lif; ,,should, be divor~~d frorti the~ 
prof~ssion; ; , ·.· , . · > · · • · •• · ··> , .· ·.· • .. 

The next speaker ·was A'. Jakubowicz 
(Sociology UNSW) who, although not· a. 
membe:r of Gay Lib/gave a paper in Gay 
Lib'.s attitudr to psychiatry. Starting from 
the premise.· that homosexuals were an 
oppressed group in society; he detail,ed 
how psychiatry was another agent of th.is 
oppression. His paper was-received quietly; 

To me this was an anomaly so J asked 
the foUwoing question: "I assume that you 

· do not fuck men. Is this correctr' He 
replied· that it was, :at which point I made 
the follow1ng statement:. . ··,·. . · . . 

~'Because you do not furk inen you 
have been forced to talk about them when 
referringfo homosf:lxU:alsi 1Because you.talk 
about . them; l assurrie that you have . 
internalised a stereotype ·,,()f, wliat you 
understand to. be a ho'mosexilaLTherefore 
I rµust see you and your paper as a•product 
of .the•same sort of society .t:11atprodm::es 
the aversion therapist and. the psychiatric 
p:rofession. 1· make· this.,, point :ror·'th.e 
followin,g reason. I fuck men: and I also 
fuck women: But mostly Lfuc;kmen.iAndT: 
notice . that. ~ach •. time I make a sta;teme.ht 
such as that to a group of .people; the 
whole place ·becqrries . dead silent; What· I 
want. to point oµt is that although l fuck 
men, I do not' see Ifiyself as a homosexual· 
nor as a heterosexual and ceFfllinly not'as 
bisexual - there is no sud1 thing as a 
bisexual fuck'. I:Iave Igot a problem that 
psychiatry has not yet discovered?'1 . . . 

· At this · point McConagh'.y : (Psychiatry 
Professor UNSW) gave his. paper and the 
full disruption tactics started, As.he argued 
that he was a man of science,, and that the· 
scientific pursuit for truth would not be 
stopped, Gay Liberation pelted hiin with 
rotten eggs. At; many .points in his. paper, 
McConaghy had to stop and wait forthe 
upro1;1r • to subsid:e: During. one of those 
moments a male member of the audience 
attempted to throw one of the women 
from Gay Lib put of the auditorium but 
she resisted. 

When Mcconaghy finished; there· was. a · 
mixture. of applause and boos .. from the 
audience. At some. stage after that I . made' 

µiy· nia.ni'c '$t~tem~rit tlrat fo/oµld:6~1y itj ;'., 
.to see . a psy.chiatrist )f l :wanted .. td ;flick 
. them (I went to one later.that afternoon). 
A. .while later McConaghy sci-ea.med that 
the people'making a fuss were "disturbed'';, 
a comment that was takeri up PY: ap0ther 
psychiatrist -who asked why· Mcconaghy, .. 
fourid it necessary to dismiss .arguments 
with. me~icai diagnoses instead • of just 
saying thafhe thought it was all bullsfiit. 

· Another psychiatrist asked Andrew·if there 
was a homose:xual referral centre she coµld . 
send her homosexual patients to for advice.·. · 
She wa~ quickly fold not to ,n'take Gay ' 
Libeni.tio:6 irito a. branch of the· psychiatric 
profession and/, the moniirig stopped. in · · 
chaos, . . . 

The afternoon session ·on 
anti~psych.iatry was' much calmer though as 
gruelling a session .as the morning bne. 
Attempts were .made by. speakers to.show. 

·. that there was little oifference' between: ' 
· psychiatrists and. .·· ;mti~psycliiatrist~. 

Attempts>were also made to pufdown the· 
· morning protest.· · · 

,However, a . series : 6f papers ·wete 
delivered which seemed, 'to validate the ' 
protest. Dr. Winkler (Psychology ·uNs'\V), 
talked about "pseudo-patients'' who.· had 
been sent to psychiatrists with. carefully,. 
worked. ,out. stories in• order. to. be, admitted .. 
into mental hospitals' (a report of this was 

'published in 'National U') while ' Dr. 
Freeman · (Broughton Hall, Sydney) 

• tjuestiorted othe:r· speakers; enquirmg 
whether they had intended to hurt him 1:>y 
their .comm eh ts. Somewhere alongJhe Hile, 
the piceties of the . first day had been 
demolished. Statements such as ''Nature. 
has put · a lot df her. money on 
dianiorphism'' seemed far away. . 

· · Sasha Soldatow' 
(A ,'Scrounge'. R¢prin0 

Below: Part of theaudience atte,hding ' . 
''Liberation Movements dnd Psychidtry'1 ' 

showing definite symptoms <if boredom: , 
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The Sorrento· 
Circle Game 

a ·criticism 
of the 
Sorrento Radical Lesbian Conference 
by some Sydney Radical· Lesbi_ans 
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The seasons they go round and found .. 
.. And the painted ponies they go up and dow°' 

We're captive on the carousel of time 
We can't return · 

We can o.nly look 
Behind from where·wecaine . 

And go round and round and round in the circle 
· · gam·e 

"We want to establish a radical lesbian . 
consciousness. We want to get away 
from reformist ideas, from the idea that 
it's a problem to be a lesbian, and to 
look at lesbianism in the light of our. 
sexist. society and of our growing 
feminist consciousness.',' · · 
Wh()n 63 lesbians from Victoria; N.S.W., 

S.A., and the ACT gathered at the 
Whitehall Guest House at Sorrento 
(Melbourne) 'on the 7th and 8th July, this. 
was what it was all supposed to be about. · 

But, inevitably, tl;iere . were 
CONTRADICTIONS AT SORRENTO. 

1. The Power Hang-Up.: 

"We .see all oppression ... as based q11 
male power.'' (Radical Lesbian 
Manifesto) 
"Sisterhood is powerful;!' 
"And there's no point in conquering 
male culture when we can create . our .. 
own.!' (Radical l;esbian Manifesto) 
"Eventually we will take over their. 
media." (Feminist Culture) ' 
Feminists argue that our society is based; 

on a powei', structure that we .. Want t6 · 
reject. What appears to be,happening is not ·• 
really a rejecHon of the power Structu_r()_ .. · 
but the development, within the feminist . · 
mOV()l):lent, ofa ~irror image of SQci~ty _'.c 
complete with power,· l()aders. ,, · and . ·.•· 
followers, true believers arid . heretics.: \ 
Instead of building a new woman, a better 
man is emerging. , .·. 

'fhe .only kind of strength (not' powet) 
we really . need to . develop, is one stro11g!:, 1 

enough to be felt .in soc,~ety and one to be , 
used only. for the purpose. of showing 
people that these valid a:1ternative ways of: 
living are available. so,. that an yon~ can· 
decide to join us -· in full, or part, or not 

· at all. · 

Christianity: 

Most feminists, realise that Christi~nity' i 
with its . totalist belief system which ,· 
attempts to govern every asp·ec:t of li~e . . 
thoughts, word and deeds '--- has fucked up< 
a good many people. Theybelievethat.tll.is/( 
is so because Christianity is a male systein- • 
. _ . "The HE-god, the · HE~Christ,/:ille., 
· HEcChurch''. In a real sense this is frue • · 
though very short sighted;for it is notso · 
much what has been taught in the name 9f/ 
Christianity that is important but rather 
the all 0encompassing. nature of . the. 
teachings. Cht~stianity, . like other, teHgto11s .;: , 
and their secu_lar counterparts;.commuJJ)Slll ; ' ·· 
and. fascism, has demanded 1.a total · ,,~ · 
commitment and has sought to b~ '·'!!

1
way ·'' 

of life" - a set of rules to Hv:e. by, The:'.new 
feminism' is potentially · another ; great 
secular religion.. . . 

Women coming to the 



'.~ -. ' . : 
·. ·'·/; - , . i: . .- ' .. ,' : . . " .,, 

find tllilt they need their.' ccmsciousnesses 
raise<lto enableJh~m to 

0

'see the light' - · 
''Tl:J.e important thing that' occurred, the · 
thing' which ... changed my life, my 
r.~lation;· my perception of myself and 
bthers; my play acting, my dishonesty -c-

the . thing .. that changed was my 
conscious11ess. I began cto See people 
wp:h clarity.''. (Feminist Consciousness 

, , a~d Sexuality} , · . .· 
They find that they have, to confess their · 
past sins, repent and never repeat them 

· • .,"I · put down my women friends , .. I 
still felt more valid when I was. witlJ a 

. 'man;. I. still ~ought mah~ approval; I.· 
.• competed with men ... I became aware 
of ,having always treated .men;, in a 

· special way, laughed · at jokes ... 
'listened .... waited for the guy to say 
when he'd. had enough ... " (Feminist 

. . . C9nsciousness and Sexuality) 
'Jhe: new feminism' tells. us what to think 

; • 

0

'':1:he. radical lesbian reali::tes. that_ all of 
· ..,that sh.it belongs in the past and that 

her is iii.a different place.'; 
Fan · · 

' .• ·, . 

''Radical 'feminism ..• ~ necessitates a'· .. -~;1leness'• (learned) ~nd Men (born).• 
·-Wl\ole.new·life-style~:lt..me~ns Changing·. ·. · , · -··. , 
the-way we live and relate all day, eyery' <lh,What's To Bec:me of Us?· 
dayt (FeminiSt .culture) . One 'of· the .. proplems with any·.:· .. 
Is this not a reformist feminism when all · · 

itis doing is suggesting a revised set of rules movement ,is that when a certairi 
. • · consciousness is developed within tlie 

to live by.-:-- .substituting one set for group, .it is so far removed from' t_he 
another? Might not· a' radical feminism see 
the danger, in proposing any setof rules accepted way .. of 'thinking (i.e., society'.S) . 

· · . that when• trying to convey 'the message; 
which seems to govern our lives totally? . there. seems to be a communication gap·. 
3. The Male Hang-Up: This gap exists because new meanings and 

. , new . emphases on words develop. with . "We' want a gendedess society, that is a .. •. . , . • . . 
society that doesn't differentiate on the,.·. 'consciousness ra~sing'(?) .. _Onc_e. ,'you're 
bas.is of sex, where people relate tci each there'' it is• difficult and tiresome to go 
othei: irrespective of gender.,, (Raqical back to :the beginning ,to explain 't<> otl:J.er~ 
Lesbian .Manifestq) ·.· ·,. , ; how the new ideas come about. The more 
"Male. cultur~ has always demanded that impatient and the strohger the. personality 
.we identify , with . meri and . exclude within the movement, the :more likely i'tis 

· that these people will become 'lea_ders' and • w_omen. Feminism means id_ entif_ying · ericourage others to follow.. . . . 
with women and excluding men." · · · · 
(Feminist Culture) .·· .• • If we Want to •'spread the word',·we will 

. · have to· do · it in society's language-• _7 · . 

'Maleness' .and 'femalenesf are ternis otherwise , we are . going to b~ ·•· 
associated Vl'ith stereotyped roles and'lfats . . . , · · 
of qualities that are learned c- we are borri rnisuiter~reted, put down ot ignored. 

Phrases _like. "commitment for .the 
men or.women. 
. Exyluding men assumes that aH. qualities_ 
attributed. _ to men .are 'male' and by 
definitiqn bad and· that all qual~ties 

revolution. in radical _lesbian .'consciousness 
is organic'\"free her own psycllefroniJl:J.~/ 
oppressive d_em:ands of. th.e patriarchy"; ·· 
','cop-out". and "primary rela~ionship,.' 
(first best friend) are just as alitm. to m·ost 
people .as a foreign language. Who's to 
know what we are talking about} Some of 
us don'_t even, know what others of: us ate 
trying. to say. So what's the use in writirig 
or 'taking over _their ·media' if we won't 
talk their language. . · · 

There is little point i.n. writing pamphlets , > 
for people who already kriciw what we're'. · 
trying to say. And itis sheet ar~ogance'(an .· 
undesirable male quality?) to exp~ct others 
to learn our new language to find out what 
we want to tell theni. · 

Sydney Lesbians.' 

Photos by. courtesy of Melbourne Radical 
Lesbians. 

,the .new 
femin.ism is 
pote11tially .. 

· another·· 
i(iellsmiwJJ.attO say - .· . . .. . . attribut!Jd '.to. vvqmen ,ate ·rem:ale' ana 

<: .)'Fuclhng with·a woman, not,fucking a thetefm;e.good.Jfthearbitrarily.d:r;awnline 
.great 

:;; ·woman:''. . .. · betwe~r( 'maleness' . and 't'~maleness' were . 
. . It tells us_ what to do~ removed,, it woµld, mean that we could get,· 

. }•1:,o~•e yoµ! sisters (neighbour?) as rid of ste)fe9typed role pfa,yirig and coµld 
, •... .,.:.)'oµ:i-self'.' . , . choose to 'd6 whatever we wished~ be it 
)k' '.fb.~ p!tJ)er .· 'Turning the Fan Around'·. in .. SO•calle\i 'male' or 'female'. 
,, fact; c.o:asists_·of a set of mies we have· to· Inmp11erable babies (alf men, of.course) 
, ,'abide by to be radicalJesbians. . , . were thrown out with the _bathwater 
•• '•··. flow .· the11 is_ the 'new feminism' , (undesirable male qualities)at Sor~ento. It, 

', ·>\iifferent from Christianity . with its rules appears that we. have constantly to re:mind -
\:;:,,for a: \V;ty·ofiife _:, ·_ . . . ourseltes of the . distinction between 
::_f,;>)>.,'i -..-<· 

:,};\>l{ ,< . 

. secular 
· r~ligio11,·•. 



·CAMP•::w~A. 
·a·blackswan. song 

. The other day I ffoaiJ.y managed to get 
my hands on a copy o.f the mip.utes of the 
Annual General. Meeting of the Campaign:. 
Against Moral Persecution (W.A. Division) 
which was held in West Perth on April 16th 
1973: 

· · CAMP (W.A.) has never displayed 
awa:reriess of or · concern with the 
oppression ~f homosexuals. Their political 
ac;tivities and statements have seldom gone 
beyond law.reform. I always felt that this 
was fair enough. After all Perth is a small 
place arid the consequences of coming out 

. or demanding revolutionary changes in_ 
·society could be quite disasterous for the 
members of CAMP (W.A.). It is quite clear 
from the minutes of the general meeting 
that CAMP (W.A.) is no longer a cautious 
organisation but infact·counter-productive. 
and oppressive. . · .. 

· To substantiate this accusation I offer 
two items of business which. arose at the 
AGM. 

The first is the Annual General 
Elections. The.President, Mr. D, Myers, was 
ret_urned unopposed, which.• appeared all 
very tidy until I read his speech in support 
of a nominee for Vice President. In, this 
'sp.eech D. Myers points out that he has just 
:fakeri up a teaching · position at a 
prominent school and therefore he could 
not be publicly associated with CAMP. 
Now that really is anincredible situation. 
Surely the majm- function of a Presidenfis · 

·to act as public spokesman for the 
organisation he represents. And how stupid 
we look when we claim that "We are an 
organisation of homosexuals who a.re not 
ashamed to be homosexuals and who 

, •· demand our rights! _But you can't speak to 

Movement 
·News. 

HOBART 

25th· July,. W.E.L. known "mere-male" 
David Widdup addressed a gathering of 
WEL/Tasmania on sex toles. Widdup, 
former . C;A.M.P: candidate for Lowe 
against Billy.· McMahon in the 1972 federal 
elections,. is. presently 'erigaged fo research 
at Monash University,· studying the effect 
ofsex roles on achievement in education.· 

Widdrtp arg~ed that it was the fear of 
homosexuality Jhat encouraged .people to 
aifferentiate·hi their relations between men 
and women and between their sbns and 
their daughters. This led to differences in • 
upbririging which affected the abilities and 
opport'tjnities.. .of .• ;Students. · Until 
homosexuality was · accepted . males and 
females would n.0t be afforded equality. ' 
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our President because he can'.t be · 
·· associated with u.s." I personally believe 
that homosexuals should co111e oU:t. I am 
convinced that hiding one's µomosexuality 
is a denial of self and as sucp is potentially 
damaging to the personality. However, .I do 
not think that people should be pressured 
into coming out., It ,is an individual. 
decision. But one of the functions of 
CAMP should be to show that it is possible 
to live openly as a homosexual and to be 
proud., · · 

I am not .challenging D. Myer's decision 
to deny his self but I do condemn this 
decision to stand for: President. · If his 
situation had so changed that he could not 
carry: out the duties of President then 
surely he should have had the good grace 
to make way for somebody who could. As 
it is his action not' only holds CAMP up t6 
ridicule but also advocates "Closet 
Queenery". · 

The second item of business had to do 
with a new constitution that the executive 
of CAMP (W.A.) offered to the 
membership for approval. One rule in the· 
new constitution.banned anyone under 1.8 
years of. age from joining the o:i-ganisatio·n. 

Some brave soul moved. th.at this 
oppr;essive rule be . tossed • out. Much 
discussion followed. I quote straight from 
the minutes. "H. ·nrook stated so far we 
had only received orie application for 
waivure of the age limit and the lad 
concerned had.· been introduced to the 
Campaign by his mother. Unfortunately his 
application for membership could not be 
accepted as it would contravene State. 
Laws," H. Brook does not explain which• 
state laws. I have· a~ked me1)1bers . of the 
legal profession if they knew ohmy laws iB 
W.A; which made it illegal for' anyone 
urider J 8 to join a political organisatiori, 
They doubt that any exist. · 
· '"H. Darcey felt that should we. admit 
members. under 18 years of age, police 
harassment wa~ likely." · 

Convinced ultimately that . the end: of · 
sex roles was the only way by .which 
women could get ·· discrminina:tion . free 
treatment and that an .end to sex roles.was 
applicable. to sexual preference as well as .tq . 
work preferences, WEL :voted to support . 
homosexual la,w reform on: . the grnunds 
that it was a feminist not just a. liberal 
issue. 
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He failed to me:ntiori that even: if they 
only admit members over·. 18{. police 
.harassment is still Jikely. -'c- -that little fact 
should be appreciated by eyeryo!le bef.ore ,, 
they join. It is surely· well established that 
the majority . of policemen do not . like 
poofters. Som.e don't everi like :lesbians . 
Even Law R.eform will .not saveiusfrom 
police harassment .. 

· "J. Dea:n:e stated/we ,should, endeavour>' 
· tO avoid police harassment at ;ill costs." By· 
doing so · · the AGM declared . the 

. non-existence of CAMP ···(W:A.). ·. They 
didn't really hut they.shouldh.ave'dotie so. 
After- alL if yb.u warit to . avoid p6lice. 
harassment at all costs you don't set up an. 
organisation the meml:>ership. of which· is 
mostly made 11p offaw•breakers. 

Anyway the 'brilliant arguments put 
forward by Brooks; .Darcey arid Deane won.· 
the day and the motion .was defeated. Of .. 
course . CAMP (W.A.) will stUl ''help" 
young homosexuals, but only if th~y first 
d~fine themselves as "sick''. · · 

A refreshing note .at the end .o:f the r 
minutes indicates that .all is not lost in 
W.A. and a few voices are still raised in .. 
protest. When "R. Watson moved .... that· 
the constitution ... be accepted, various 
members rnised strong objection~, stating 

. that. only two members received the·.· 
opportunity to air proposed chances to the · 
constitution; and they felt the constitution• 
was being pushed through." .'. .. . . .·.• . 

"Several members present requested · 
that a special meeting be c;alled to discuss 
the constitution further." . , ,.· . . · 

. But all to no aylliL The oppressive 
constitution. was accepted. At· this. point 
one · member made . the . most sensible·· ... 
cpmment of the evening. He ripped up his ·. 
copy of th~ draft constitution and thre~ the 
· bits on the President'.s table: .. 

·what . a pity .he didn't make . his 
comment .. earlier; about the time Of tne: 
AnnualGeneral Elections. 

John Ware. 

l) History and 6rigi~§ of the male and 
female homosexual_political movement. 

2) The ways in which we are oppre~sed; 
institutionally · and socially, includirig 
particular examples:. · ·· 

3) The types . of , sub~cultures ap.cf: 
life0styles we have evolved· a:s victims of .. 
oppression. . . 
, 4) Gay Liberation activities · .. ~rid 

theories in Australia. 
Anyone interested in the hook.is invited . 

to contribute: · · · 
1 ) Articles on any parts of the above 

areas (up to 3,000 words). • .· .... · .. ·. 
2) Any information that seems rel~v:anf 

A .number of people ftom Melbourne, 
Adelaide· and Sydriey have .got together to 
compile a book about Hornosexaulity and 
Gay Lil:>eration in A~stralia. This book. 
represents a unique. and different approach 
in that anyone in the .movement who is 
interested has the opportunity of 
contributing to the 1:,ook and/or taking 
part in the organisation. The format of t,he 
book; worked out during open discussion 
meetings held over a long weekend hi 

,Melbourne, covers the following sections: 

- written or by word o( mouth '::-: .n6 .. 
matter. how trivial. This infqrmatfori\v:ill b~. · 
published anonymously if yqti prefer. Here: 
information .. is particufarly . needed ori~ 
oppression (legal, police, courts, prisons,' 
church, the forces, medical etc, arid 01,f ,. c 
individual experiences (family; work'< . 

' situation, social situations etc)> Pl~ase 
contacLar1y of the people below:. if Y:Oli > /{ 
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' wish to contribute in this area. 
, . Barbara'Creed, 

,., .... )52 ,Rae Street, 
N<>tUi Fitzroy, 
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"More Poofter-Bashing in Dykes", ·(sometimes very late), and cater for all 
bemoaned Minnie tastes, although a necrophiliac, was fold he 

"It's more than poofter~bashets that had come to a dead end. , 
oppress us, some lesbians do too," said Joannh left a call for seven in the 
Mitmie. to her husband, Joanna. "Not you, morning. Only six turned µp, so .she had it• . 
Joannna, you're a hardened lesbian not one out with Madame. Having been sufficient.fr '
of those 'liberated' women who 'chose' to roused, Joanna was able to' tu.rn her mind ' 
be alesbian. You don't hate men." ' to the problem of sexism in radical 

Miniiie Drear has been most upset by lesbians, She decided to beat them.at their 
the anti-male sentiments expressed by own game of more oppressed than thou .. 
many :radical lesbians. However, Joanna She would find them a leader who was 
felt pleased that the man-haters had made even more oppressed. She. would find a· 
it to the vanguard of the movement. She'd sma11-h (non-radical) homosexual. (the most 
hate to turn her back on them. They would hate~ kind). ·He'd be ·a .man because they. 
declare her a surrogate male and stab her in , hate/ men. He'd be a Jew. with strange 
the· back. Joanria promised to turn her habits such as stamp-collecting .(added 
attention to the problem. But when? Joanna with a touch of genius}. Such a 

Since Joanna has entered the Halls of person would be the most oppressed 
Fame (Radcliffe and Rodney), it has been person in the world. And rightly so. He 
difficult to get her· to · do anything about w.ould be a fittjng leader for radical lesbian 
her movements. In keeping with her man-haters. But where to find him? · · 
elevated life-style, we have left our former Joanna now turned her mind ~n the 
slum and moved into No. 69. Its proper world. Gough (medical authorities vvani he 
address is quite .a mouthful. Gough's visit is a Heath hazard} .had returned with 
to China had made Joanna very interested Margaret and a month's copy of her diary. 
in things oriental. She. is a.real sucker for Nixon had thought he' had Gough taped. 
slant-eyed .Tess who . lives next door. but . Margaret .ironed out the bU:gs in her 
Joanna is constantly trying to make a version of an Aussie slit dress and took it 
chink in the wall of the garden. A rampant all down for her column. Nix.on had met 
homophile, Joanna has now become as his Waterloo. 
Asiophile, devoted 'to Asians she is, imd has In Margaref s absence, Sonia had taken 
gone so far as to develop her own versfon up her pen for one. of the Sydney dailies, 
of Kung Fu which she has called Fuck Yu, · Sonfa seems very , much lil~e Madame 
The only yeilow bird I've. ever liked is our Whiplash she doesn't think there is enough 
poofter canary, who flew upside down for discipl!ne in the world. People did not . 
a lark: The poor thing had his crack up a realise that poverty is the one thing that 

• few weeks ago when he tried to get off money cannotbuy. They should all make 
with Onan who spilt his seed on the floor. the most of their misery. · As for drugs and, 

On the first flo.o:r in No. 69 we have a sleeping pills, you don;t need them if you 
beautiful commercial belle. He has a friend- are happily married ,to, .a man like Billy. 
with a flat behind, 'and below is .a Madame Joanna has been worried that Sonia'.s 
Whiplash (for whom the belle toils) .. newspaper articles might pose some kind of 
Joanna is very friendly vvith Madame threat to. Margaret's career. Already Sonia 
Whiplash· and her est.ablishment w_hich has eclipsed 'Margaret as Gough's greatest' , 
specializes in young-looking ladies. Joanna asset. 
explained that the only difference between World-weary Joanna turned back to ,her 
Madame Whiplash'.s • girls. and the real. own writing and polished off five more 
school girl is ab.out $20 , and a carnal Sylvia Plath sonnets.·. · · 
knowledge case. They really scintillate 

SYDNEY 

Sydney Gay Liberation has a new 
clubroom at 33A Glebe Point Road. The 
clubroom is part of a block which is being 
developed as a cultural .centre.• The cen.tre 
will be known as·OMNIBUS. 

It is envisaged 'that the cultural centre 
will.concentrate artistic, social and political 
activists who cannot function· within the 
existing traditional cultural. centres . 

-ADELAIDE 

CAMP (S,A.) has banned transvestites 
' from theit dances. · According to their 
l'.lewslett~t, 'Canary', .the Ladies'. Lavi.n the 
hall where they held their last dance was , 

... 

left in. a )lless. 'Canary' claims·that the mess 
was caused by Transvestites and therefore 
transve.stites are banned from future 
dances. The members • of CAMP (S.A.), 
however, are determined to continue to• 
fight all other forms qf discrimination (as 
long as the Ladies Lav is left tidy). · 

SYDNEY 

CAMP (NSW) and Sydney Gay ' 
Liberation have combined to produce 

. thousands .of . Homosexuals Demand " 
Equality stickers. The, stickers areJdeal for 
sticking onto bus stops, c:ar windo)VS, .toilet 
W/llls, lamp posts and polcemen1s hats. 

· They Cari. be obtained tli,tough CAMP, Box 
5074 GPO: Sydiley. , , . ' .·. 
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Inside 
Looking Out 
. FIGURES NEVER LIE, · IT JUST 

SEEMS LIKE IT. Latest ASRB (Age Poll) 
repeated tbei; question of two years ago on 
homosexuality; classifying it as wrong, 
right, or neither on~ or · the other. The 
1973 figures, with 1971 in brackets, are -
.wrong 39% (48%), neither one or the other 
32% (27%) arn;lright 29% (25%). As ever, 
women were more tolerant than men by 
about 5%, people under · 34 than those 
older, and those with tertiary education 
mo.re than those without .. 

And here is an interesting finding on 
religion. The-vote for .right or harmless was 
Presbyterians and Anglicans 30%, Catholics , 
24%, Methodists 23%, and of course 
atheists 59%. Some of our churches might 
not be t_oo happy about all that. 

Last time, 1 % less people tliought were 
wrong or harmful than· thought _cigarettes 

·. were. No,w we · are 11 % better than 
cigarettes, and considered no· more or less 
harmful than capital punishment or 
abortion. Marijuana' (80% wrong) and 
communism (83% wrong) and the issues 
that did better than us were alcohol (35%) 
and censorship 27%). So we are ce.rtafoly 
coming on. 

· Meanwhile in a slightly curious survey 
by Paul Wilson, of public attitudes to crime · 
and penalties, the public were asked what 
they would do· to two adult males caught 
engaging in. homosexual practices in a 

i private house. The public said that, on 
· average, they would either exact no 

penalty, or at m'ost · issue a · caution or 
warning, and were only a fraction harsher 
on homosexuals than on ·an adulterous 
couple~ So that is' either good for us, ot 

Jough oh the adulterers. 

Huh? or dd not adjust your glasses you 
were ri!lht the first time; Last time round 
we had Wat~rgate tidings and l wondered. 
what· more was to come; Well, _the quaint 
piece·•of info,rmation_that the Dirty Tricks 
Department ofCREEP (the Commit_tee to 
ReElect the President) ~as responsible for 
organisingJhe 'Gays 'forMcGovern' ·group 
last year! That is what they claim. 

it is, if true, then1ost perverse thing I've 
heard of for years: . The assumption that 
s.uch support • would , harm· McGovern is 
doubtful at this stage in history; that 
Nixon's opponent should think that a dirty 

· trick is equally worrying. But the ultimate 
··. irony - that gays should get lots of money 

and.help from. the very anti0gay Nixon to 
run a pressure group-isquite lovely. What 
about a .CP-DLP subsidy for CAMP to run 

, for Whitlam and his 'permissive'.' pin,kies? 
L<;>Vely thought. 

You.must, as they say; tellthe truth, so 
- herewith a sritall blast at _Melbourne 
T~uth which runs· a 'nice nice • in salacious 
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titillation, arid occasionally stpop·s to a little 
campnessjust to keep.up the liberal image. 
Ancl now they c<1rry camp 'bleeding hearts' 
letters: But those replies - one to, a girl 
who is apparently a lesbian went 'That 
some .girls · experience strong feelings for 
members of their own sex is now accepted 
as a normal process of growing up. Usually 
the phase passes, but if in -your case it 
doesn't, and you are troubled by it, a talk 
with a. psychiatrist ·w':>uld >be rewarding.' 
Had any · good phase~ lately? And. to a 
woman whose husbancf has· clearly .decided 
he prefers the'boys to his wife, Heart Balm 
recommends they both visit a psychiatrist 
and talk about posssibilities for making 

'him.back into a husband with 'professional 
advice'. · 

.. ·During the hearing a barristerappearing</ .. · 
for·one of th_e offenders .said his client had 
accepted himself as 'utterly worthless with 
a nee~ to completely degrade himself With 
another prisoner! -'- ap,parently this was an 
explanation of why he had done fr. 

Labour We Love You: This column has 
a reputation ol being dangerously 'Left' 
around the. country. Based on the fact that 
I think the AP has offered more, and the .r 

ALP offered and .. done. more, .. th.an the 
Uberals ever conceived possible. Notthat 
Labor. is all sweetness·.and.light, .but the, 

· Libs are almost unadulterated gloom:; at 
least that is as far as I know.~ if you know 
better, do tell me. I shall be only too · 
happy to cha:r1ge my views. In the 

.· meantime ~ · 
Clyde Cameron, Minister for Labour, 

A cheerio to the .great unwashed 'I like \ ha.s agreed , that ·his recently formed 
to accept ballet . for what· it is just as I . National and. State, .. Committees.· .. 0~ 
accept footbaH, with no inhibitions that it discrimination in employment can and 
puts me iri the fairy class'. That is from an should look at · · homosexuals . in 
article on changing attitudes in young·n;ien employment: Heartening because there was 
today, due -to a ,new attitude to sex: The some doubt - 'informed sources' xepprted 
speakerjs Paul Knight,. one time Olympic that the Uni of NSW Gay Lib approachto. 
sailor for Australia, chosen as a voice of the specificially include µs since -'sex 
young trendies by some jourrio. Oh; well, discrimination' didri't cover us, was 
maybe you can't wiri them all. laughed off by Cameron. Now, he says it is 

The 'Australian' ori Danish au pair boys 
"They don't arrive pregnant and they 

don't make eyes at your husband!" Or at 
the wife either? One of the· Danish boys 
said: "Well, only if the wffe looked onit as 
a compliment." Or at the husband then? 
One employer, Mrs. · Esmann .. Jensen 
explained: ''.Obviously there · are risks with 
au-pairs. But the advantages' qf having an 
au-pair boy far outweigh the 
disadvantages." 

·Arresting Information: Something . 
see.ms to have gone a bit odd· in Victoria 
lately. Previously . there was only one. 
known homosexual rape case in Australia, 
apart from · the prisons• which is rather a 
different question; But this month in 
Victoria there are two. One 26 year old 
who raped a 15 year old in the youth's 
bedroom, got a total of 12 years gaol for 
rape, assault, :breaking and entering and so 
forth. . 

In another case a 23 year old labourer 
was charged and f~und guilty of submitting 
another. man to homosexual acts including 
buggery at knifepoint and then of robbery. 
On a plea of guilty he got seven years gaol. 

Sex and the Singul~r Prisoner: : Three 
men aged 20, 21 and 22 have been charged 
with 'sex offences' committed while they 
are, in prison in Geelong. They got 15 
months to three years. In. o·ne case, with 
best classic irony, the barrister .explained to 
the court that these men were not 
normally camp, and that this behaviour 

.·was the result of being in prison. Yet one 
man, who had ~lready finished his original 
three month term, was imprisoned again 
for a minimum of three months. on these 
charges. It inakes no sense at .all to me, 
especially since it was not a question of 
rape. 

t ' 

definitely on. Either our original rep<;>rt 
was wrong, or the publicity given the i~su~ · 
has changed his mind. But that is 
something .c-"'· now, have you got anything 

. to tell them? , . 
Lance. . Bar~ai:d has established .. a · .. 

committee to investigate cµarges of sacki~g 
women from the WRAAF's for alleged 
lesbian acts. You. might compare :that ,to 
Malcolm McKay and the Navf a year or 
twoback. · · · 

, Bill Snedclen's private secretary,
1 

J6hn 
Best; .was less than helpful when asked 
about his leader's atHtude . to .. ·. th,e 
Gorton/Cass motion (the, content of which , • 
he was unsure of). But his. sole reply waS ' 
'Labor don't think they have the numbers, 
to pass _it.' That could mean manythirigs:;" 

, but it appears to meari that a) Srt.edden a.ncl 
the Libs. are not going to 'help pass it, b) 
they are. going to try and treat it as a party 
issue, though Laborhi!,Sruled it a free vote; 
c) Bill Snedden's li,ne to the yourig voter in . 
Parrnmatta claiming the Libs. beJieve in 
freedom to 'do your own thing' is not fo 
be believed. · · · . , : 

One glimmer, however,, was ·the ,, 
Belconnen (ACT) Liberal party branch that ' 
passed an HLR motion so the Libs.would' 

· know what their own ACT. voters thought 
of the proposed -federal moves: Please ten• 
Billie. , . . . 

WAUGH~NING: Many a gein in the 
Evelyn 'Waugh, diarfes, but the b~st is, a 
little 1924 an~dote which goes thus·~ (Mr. 
Justice Pl),illimore was trying a sodomy, 
case and· brooded .greatly. whether .hfa' 
judgement had been right. He went .fo· 
consult Birkenhead. "Excuse me, M¥·Lord, 
but could you tell me - what do YOU 'fhiril(. 
one ought _to give a man who allows / 
himself to be buggered?" "Oh, thit:ty' ' 
shilhngs or two' pounds anything ,you'' 
happen to have. on you." ' ' ' Ax.EL 



Towards a Gay 1,heology 

For most 'people the very notion of a 
gay theology is anathema. And stranger 
bedfellows can no doubt pe found but the 
unsought concurrance of gays and 
Catholics that this is so is, if I may use the 
word, queer indeed. That's why any 
radical, worthy of the over-worked label, 
finds his blood · boiling and his adrenalin 
running that these two sections of society 
- one knowing nothing about 'gay' and the 
other nothing about theology - should 
foist on us the silly slogan that anything 
they're ignorant of must be either wrong or 
useless. I propose therefore that gay 
theology is possible. 

0 Iago, the pity of it ... Surely one of 
the most effective tools of our liberation is 
our eagerness to question assumptions. 

· Surely to condemn or dismiss theology on 
the heresay of decrepit churchmen that 
homosex is sinful is like dismissing false 
teeth because the bishop whistles through 
his· speech. Surely to do so is to assume 
that clergymen, in their own field, always 
know what they're talking about. For our 
liberation, we can't afford even this. 
, "Opposition to homosexuality", says 
Dennis Altman, quite rightly, "is 
particularly bound up with the nature of 
our religfous heritage, and the Christian 
church has traditionally viewed it as a sin, 
and a sin, moreover, to be punished in this 
world as much as in the next ... The most 
significant position is perhaps that of the 
Catholic Church." 

There is no doubt that, for our lifetime 
· anyway, the Roman Church will continue 
,Jo. be a major moral and political force so I 
can't see any harm in trying to change its 
attitude towards · homosexuality. I 
understand people who hurl insults at her, 
for many have suffered a lot because of 
her. I admire people who ignore the church 
altogether, for many of them find a truer 
spirituality outside. But I abhor those who 
deny that :the most effective way of 
changing the church is to knowledgeably 
.criticize her. The time comes very early, in 
_ the lives of liberation movements, when 
chanting slogans just isn't enough. In our 
case, the moment has come. 
Freedom of Speech 

You'll be surprised at the number of 
Catholics who will deny the very right of 
gays to discuss their condition publicly let 
alone in criticism of the church. So it 
. amuses me no end to remind · these 
ultramontanes that not only do reputable 
theologians, like Karl Rahner, insist that 
t;here must be free speech in the church, no 

· .· lesser authorities than the Pope and the 
Council support them. 

"In the . case of decisive battles, it 
happens at times that the best initiatives· 
come from the frontline", says Pius XII in 

By J Foster 

one of his two allocutions supporting free' 
speech. The constitution 'De Ec.<:lesia' of 
Vatican II, repeating Canon Law , has this 
to say: "Every layman should openly 
reveal to them (their sacred pastors) his 
needs and desires with that freedom which 
befits a son of God and a brother of Christ 
... An individual layman ... is permitted 
and soml;ltimes even obliged to express his 
opinion on things which concern the good 
of the Church''.. 

. With such heavies on side, need we 
labour the point further. 
Who is a Theologian? 

But of course having freedom of speech 
is not synonymous with either using it or 
using it well. So the cynic will be excused 
for asking, "What have we, as mere laymen, 
to say on such an esoteric subject as 
theology?" 

I can only answ.er that I have the 
greatest disrespect for the assumptions of 
mediocrity this question implies. Surely 
the wisest and most educated men are not 
necessarily from universities? Surely the 
best singers are not always 'trained'? Surely 
talent is not bound to emerge through the 
normal channels? And in the context of 
the church, charisma, the vogue word• 
which came in with the theological jargon 
of the Council, can't be controlled by the · 
church administration. As Karl Rahner 
puts it, "there is and must also be the 
charismatic and the prophetic in the 
Church which cannot. be officially 
organised right from the start- but must, in 
all patience and humility, be given 
sufficient room for growth, even though its 
bearers are sometimes rather 

. 'inconvenient'. It is written: 'Do not 
extinguish the Spirit'." 

Even · in Australia, a bishop's 
excommunication degree, the severest form 
of ecclesiastical censure, failed to 
discourage, Mother Mary McKillopin her ... 

attempt at sainthood. History is full of such 
cases which were initially very tragic. 

Less ironic and much happier is the fact 
that the first great christian theologians 
were laymen: Justin, Tertullian, Origen and 
Clement of Alexandria. Later there were 
many more. And a large number of 
theologians at least began their work as 
laymen, until they were pressurised into 
the priesthood. The eminent names of 
Augustine, Jerome arid Gregory of 
Nazianzen spring to mind immediately. 

As for non-theologians, I suppose the 
most glamourous example of recent years 
is Teilhard de Chardin, the famous priest 
paleontologist - never a theologian, · he 
may yet prove to be the greatest theologian 
of the century. 

And let's face it lay preachers have 
always been a part of the church till the 
second and third centuries and from the 
twelfth century to Trent till it was finally 
banned in 1918 by Canon Law. 

All this simply shows that theology is 
not the· prerogative of either priests · or 
trained theologians. Tl,lat a bishop did not 
lay hanps on me and that I'm not an issue 
of a pontifical university are no reason for 
not theologising. On the contrary, the 
freshness and earthiness of our gay 
approach may contribute enormously to 
·the sacred science . 
A Gap in Theology 

People for some strange reason, and 
tnost likely because of the infantile need 
for the comfort of intellectual 
irresponsibility, take it for granted that the 
church has said all that needs be said on 
everything. Well, she hasn't. "The Church", 
says Rahner, "cannot, for example, tell me 

· what career I must choose, or whether I in 
particular - this concrete and· unique 
individual - am to marry or not, and 
whether I should choose this or that 
marriage partner." 

So the church not only doesn't but 
can't tell us what to do in every case. This 
is not surprising because there are gaps in 
her theological system. For example, there 
is no soecific or explicit hermeneutics for 
eschatolog1eal assertions by the church in 
the Bible and in her preaching. Or, as.we 
ordinary plebs would put it, the church 
says a lot about the after life but says 
nothing about what she means by it. And 
this in an area affecting important christian 
dogmas ... 

So I'm sure that no self-respecting 
theologian will object to our claim that 
there is no theology behind the church's 
condemnation of homosexual acts. 

As D. S. Bailey clearly shows, the 
Bible and christian tradition know nothing 
of homosexuality as such. For them, a gay 
is a straight gone wrong! They are solely 
concerned with homosexual acts and even 
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this concern is restricted solely to . the 
kindergatden level of 'do's and. 'do~'t's . 
and their .accompanying rewards and 

· · punishments. The latter 'is sometimes quite 
·physical. 

Take for example, to put it crudely, the 
case of a monk who fucks another. One of 
his punishments may be the whip. Now if 
this is never the spoon feeding of a 
sado-masochistic homosexual then you'd 
b,etter tell me another. And if this sort of 
thing doesn't show up the ignorance 
accompanying, this legalistic claptrap for 
what it is, then what does? Law, canonical 
or civil, is never a substitute for ignorance. 

What Rahner says of the 'emptiness' of 
eschato\ogical assertions must be repeated · 
hyre: "Such a situation cannot be allowed 
to continue". A gay theology is urgently 
needed. 

The usual objection trotted out by 
dogmatic clerics and, by a perverse 
coincidence, naive laity is this: "What's all 
this talk about a gay theology when God is 
only too clear on the issue." There is no, if 
I may use the wor,d, divine press 
confererice every Tuesday but a book has 
been written and a spokesman has been 
appointed. The former is the Bible and the 

. latter, if we can ignore the continuous 
squabble, is the Church. . 

Now · there's no denial that the good· 
.book is very bitchy on poofters in. some 

· spots but let's keep things in. perspective. 
Surely, in it, God i,s more vitriolic of many 

. more other things'than homosexuals. And 
let's not forget · that he's as adamant as 
Dorrie Evans on the question of uncovered 
female heads in church. What's happened 
to his· instructions? But let's not harp like 
the proverbial Irish angel on this point. 

Surely every junior seminarian from 
Manly to Monte Casino knows that you'll 
be very wild indeed if you take the word of 
God literally. It's 11:n exegetical tru_ism that 
the Bible can I be self-contradictory on 
historical facts, for one thing. Also, it's a 
theological commonplace that the Bible is 
the church's book and therefore it's up to 
her to · interpret it and that this 
interpretation is in fact done theologically. 
Hence, in· countless instances, the church 
has superseded, overruled or even 
'contradicted .the clear injunctions of the 
scriptures. You can read the Bible till 
you're bishop purple in the face and you!ll 
find nothing on the Pill or on the papal 
diplomatic corps. But seriously, let's quote 
from Rahner again: "We can say at once 
that on the level of human words and 
concepts of revelation, dogmatic 
development can and must make use of all 
the modes and means by which .human 
knowledge unfolds itself elsewhere ... 
Indeed, we have already · said that the 
magisterium is in fact always dependent on 

· ,.theology, as . one of its sources, for its 
. decisions. In saying this, we reject as 

inadequate both a mystical and an 
authoritarian theory of development." 

In short, the objection that we can't do 
such and such because the . Bible says so 

' and so just isn't good enough! 
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The. N Arrow. Theology 

So it is theology that will save the day 
. . . Looking at the official. and textbook 
church theology of today, it is clearly 
inadequate and Vatican II clearly 
recognizes this: "Recent studies and 
findings of science, history and philosophy 
raise new questions which influence life 
and demand new theological 
investigations:" "There must be room" 
insists Rabner, "in theology for research'. 
for different schools and directions of 
thought, for experiments and progress." 
For "it is still an open question whether we 
can be content with the usual explanations · 
given in scholastic theology, which tries to 
justify this explicitation (of dogma) on the· 
basis of a formal logic of concepts · and 
syllogisms". And not only this, Rahner 
suggests that "it is conceivable that the 
'change' in the church's teaching in dogma 
and morals may move in the direction of 
quite considerable 'decont~ol' and a general 
tendency to leave questions open." 

It's only too dear from the above that 
not only doesn't the church treat of 
homosexuality, it's not likely to do so very 
well with H's pre~nt theological set-up. 
A Gay Theology . · 

As I noted above, the purpose of this 
article is to demons.trate the possibility of a 
gay theology and not to produce one. 
After all, it is something that can only be 
brought forth by the whole inter-thinking 
community of believers. But it can't be 
denied that the best way of showing the 
possibility is to present viable plans for 
such a theo~ogy. And as a member of that 
group, I wish to toss in mine even though it 
be a skeleton! • · 

But first let me say that by 'gay 
theology' I don't wish to niean anymore 
than say· Karl Rahner means by 'theology 
of power', 'theology of symbol' or 'poetry 
theology': · 

No special acumen is needed to realise 
that THE obstacle to a change in the 
church's attitude is her concept of human 
nature. And I think that she is perfectly 
correct in claiming that if a man has a 
certain nature and doesn't act accordingly . 
then he is wrong. Our 'tiff is with her 
concept of what that human nature is. 
. What Hans Kung says of Paul Vi's 
encyclical 'Humanae Vitae' shows this: "Its 
concept of nature is naive, static, narrow 
and completely unhistorical; the historicity 
of man is overlooked and man is dissected 
in the light of an abstract consid~ration of 
his essence; the restriction of the ·concepts 
of nature and natural law to physical and 
biological laws is a retrograde step." 

After all it's not Thomas Aquinas' fault 
that he misses out on evolution ''liven 
though the genius of the inan does have an 
inkling of it'. The fault lies with the 
contemporary thpmists who. refuse to 
adapt. the system to the needs of the times. 
The, pastoral constitution 'De Ecclesia in 
Mundo Huius Temporis' of Vatican · II 
stresses this very carefully: "The human 
race has passed from a rather static concept 

of reality to a. more dynamic, evolutionary 
one. In consequence, there has arisen a new 
series of problems, a series as important as. 
can be, calling for new efforts of analysis 
and synthesis." • 

As the debate in the Council on this 
constitution indicates, it owes its 
inspiration to the vision ·of Teilhard de 
Chardin. And I think it is precisely this 
vision which will give the gay theology its 
philosophical and scientific basis. 

From J'eilhard, man continues to 
evolve. And . now he evolves not only 
physically but, more importantly, 
spiritually and the driving force behind all , 
this is love. And this love, one of the most · ' 
basic expressions of : which is sex can 
surely be directed to anyone regardl~ss of 
sex. · 

I have of course jumped a million logical 
steps here but it must be left as it is for the . 
time being. 

The other obvious objection ,is that 
other people say as much if not more than 
Teilhard. Well, the important thing is not. 
what is said but the meaning behind what 
is.said. "I love you" is as effective as what 
is meant by it, we all know. Only his · 
meaning saves Teilhard from the heartless 
banality and bony clicheism into which so 
many of our radical catcalls have fallen. His 
thought is whole and coherent ... but this 
unproven assertion must be left as· it is 
now. 

Conclusion 

I have shown fhe possibility of a gay • 
theology and I have indicated a way of 
realising it - there are of course other way!l . 
- and in doing so I have drawn from 
Vatican II and from possibly the top living 
Catholic theologican. Methodoligically, ·• 
therefore, I'm open .to two objections: 
from the left, for relying on the very' 
authority I criticise and, from the right, for 
misquoting the authoritiei,; 

In answer to the left I must say that the 
best way of convincing an opponent is to. 
quote from an authority he accepts. To the 
right I can only say that if Karl Rabner and · 
Vatican II have contrary things to say in 
other places, then what is shown.is not so• 
much that I have misquoted them .as. that 
they have contradicted themselves. ,The 
onus is on them to reconcile their opposing 
positions - there is no denying that the · 
passages I've quoted are clear enough. 

But above all and all this aside, we 
should remember these words of Rabner 
yet again, that "morality is the fre; 
personal acceptance · of one's own 
pre-established nature, confidently coming . 
to grips with one's own dynamic reality in '' 
.all its united. though multiple dimensions ·, 
and precisely coming to grips also with that 
nature which realizes itself only · when .it 
turns lovingly to another person and when 
it accepts its own nature of the mystery of 
love." 
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·Books· 
Maurice Capitanchik 

FRIENDS AND LOVERS 
London: Sphere Books, 1971 $1.00 

The summary printed on .the back cover 
to catch the scanning eye in the self-service 
store reports, "Joseph Ashley, a poor but 
talented wri.ter, falls under the. spell of a 
rich homosexual impressario, who keeps 
him and becomes his lover. But Joseph 
feels tainted by Dach's Jove and by his 
money. In an effort to deny his 
homosexual nature he marries Maggie. But 
Maggie . is soon bored by Joseph's 
commitment to his writing and takes a 
lover to make him jealous. The attempt 
misfired for - Joseph's interest was 

. re-awakened; not by Maggie, but by her 
lover .. .''.. 

Like so many book covers, this says too 
much and too little. True enough, 
something like that does happen. But the 
reader who wants hot stuff with a: camp 
flavouring will be disappointed: the writing 
is • too, restrained, too inwardly aware to 
concentrate upon the details of physical 
encounter. What makes the· book worth 
reading, on the other hand, cannot be 
guessed at in that bald summary: the 
delicate awareness of the inwardness of all 

Clmplnk Cotp 

human experience, even of intimate 
relationships. F01: Capitanchik writes with 
something of the reflective insight of an 
Elizabeth Bowen or a D.H. Lawrence'. 

True enough, he lacks the craftsmenly 
skills of those masters. Several of the 
characters fail to come to life: few are, 
even for the willing reader, memorable. 
Tom plays a fairly important role in the 
latter half of the book. He is just a space, 
without physical appearance or identifying 
characteristic. Nor does the atmosphere of 
place or circumstance often succeed. The 
mental hospital in which Joseph finds 
himself ought to enclose the reader in the 
clinical coldness and lead to a climax of 
horror: it is so many words on a page. Even 
the mechanics of maintaining a consistent 
viewing position get beyond him, and 
about halfway through Capitanchik leaves. 
Joseph's eyes and views events for a while, 
through those of other characters. 

For• all that, it is a novel worth reading. 
Listen to the adolescent Joseph musing on_ 
his strong-willed, unmarried mother: 

"My mother did not really ,have 
confidence in me, would not trust me to 
life. She was always afraid that, if I went 
out, I would not return home safely, she 
discouraged me from bringing other 
children to the house, and kept me as near 
to her as possible. I ·adored her and feared 
her, she was remote and untouchable like a 

·BUY .any of the items _ listed 
below by writing .to: GABY, 
CAMP INK CO-OP, BOX 5074, 
GPO, SYDNEY. 2001. 
Please clearly identify the items 
you _wish to buy and .include 
payment wi.th your order. Make 
your cheques/money orders, etc. 
payable to Camp Ink. 

For readers interested in 
psychiatry and homosexuality the 
fo.llowing papers are available 
from Sydney Gay Liberation, 
P.O. Box A76, Sydney South 
2000. 

If you want to buy or exchange 
something ,that _is not listed let 
Gaby. 'know and she will advertise 
on your behalf. 

"A Critique of Aversion Therapy 
for Homosexuals" Robin 
Vl(inkler, School of Applied 
Psychology, University of NSW. 
40 cents including postage. 
·"Implication of Labelling ' 
Homosexual Behaviour ·as 
Sexually Deviant" Rex 
Rohmer; University - of 
Melbourne. 30 cents includin_g 
postage. 

·,,/ _, 

remote cold sun, which illumined without 
giving. warmth, for her love was reserved 
for the past, whieh she constantly re-lived 
in her mind ... She stifled.me, I longed to. 
get away, and yet I was bound to my deity 
as though by some· liberal tie, and· I was 
aware only ofner, and of a great burden." . 

There we have a measure of tension 
attendant on many a strongly affectioned 
relationship between a lonely mother and a 
son. on his way to maturity apart from her. 
This capacity to reflect on the nature of 
emotional relationships is expressed many 
a time, and on occasions with a lyrical 
quality. When Joseph's first feeling the 
deep attraction of Maggie, she shows signs 
of wanting him· to take her in his arms and 
yet of being afraid of him, 

"There is nothing we fear more than the 
unknown, and the otherness of the sexual 
partner is above all unknown and therefore 
frightening. To trust another is like trusting 
sleep, which, once ,we close our eyes, _may '· 
never let us go; but we must sleep to live, 
and we must trust to live." 

Even s~, to quote that out of context is 
to reduce it, to suggest an element' of 

· triteness which is not just to the book. 
Perhaps the best a reviewer can do when 

he reaches -that point is to bow out 
gracefully, hoping that a few will be 
stimulated to read the book and make their 
own judgments. Kenneth. 

·sen your wares through the 
CAMP INK CO-OP. If you have 
something, to, sen and want to 
support .your journal at the same 
time, donate 20% of the proceeds 
to the magazine. More 
information from GABY, Box 

. 5074, GPO, Sydney 2001. 
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. Large scale wall designs. Tiles, 
Bowls, Jewellery, Tables, 
Demonstrations, Classes. 

You can get back issues of CAMP INK from: CAMP INK CO-OP, 
Box 5074 GPO, Sydney. 30 cents each. All issues back to Vol. 1, 
No. 8 are in stock . 

DAVID WIDDUP HISTORICAL 
E_LECTION POSTER. "I've got 
my eye ... on Billy's seat.!' 20c. 
including postage through CAMP 
INK CO-OP. 

CAMP BADGES. To cover -that 
spot of little hole -;- wear a 
tastefully designed CAMP badge. 

_.' For _20c. you too can be blatant. 
Available through CAMP Co-Op. 

·- BILL - AND, MARV POSTERS._ 
$!.i,00 for. 30" x 20" poster with 
aaaresses of all CAMP branches. 

• Handy· on the wall of your office 
· or . study for • reference. CAMP 
INKCO-QP. _, 

CAMP Pendants 
CAMP rings 

Chastity belts etc. 
. To your own design if required. 

3/17 Herbert Street, 
St. Leonards. 2065 

Phone: 43-1158 

We have one set of Camp Ink, Vol 2 on hand. Each set is hard. 
bound in dark blue with gold title. · 
If you hurry you can have one for $5.00 through Camp Ink Co-Op . 

OVERT? · Wear a camp T,shirt! 
We have only a few zodiac, camp T-shirts left. 
About 20, red size 32, 20, white size SM, a fe_w OS. 
$2.00 will clothe you for any camp demo ·or dance. 

Available from Camp Co-Op. 

U.S. and CANADIAN GAV LIB_ PACKETS 
· Gay Sunhine, January-February 1973. 

THE FAMILY 
POSTERS N'OW AVAILABLE 

The successful cover photograph 
by Philip Potter is now available 
as an 1 8" x 23" poster in sepia. 
Price including_ postage is $1.00 
through Camp Ink Co-Op. 

Gay Sunshine, March-April 1973. 
The Body Politic, Spring 1973. 
All three for $1.00 'inclu_ding postage or if you like buy them 
separately and waste money. 

, Gay Sunshines are 50 cents each, The Body Politic is 35 cents each; 
'through CAMP INK CO-OP 
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WHILE WAITING 

the light is getting bad 
and spiders 
are new wisps of mist 
out.in the field. 
distant trees 
look dim and blue. 

the sky 
a smokey lilac, . 
a pale imperfect.morning. 

·the dew . 
falls like a sorrow; 
rich and. saturating 
on red tile's. 

Kevin Day, '73. 

. Pagel6, Camp Ink,Vot3, No. <5 

ZEN ... 

is something 
the hand cannot enclose, 

a concord,-eagle 
too fast 
for the eye. 

Ann-Marie, '73. 

reach out, reach out to me, · 
your face is full of warmth and hope. 
pause before you pass, and thin.k 
and reach, reach out for me. ' 

i too would laugh and love, 
sit quietly in the evening hour. 
yet you would blindly walk away 
not see or hear that i exist. 

y:ours the choice to walk away. 
i may not touch, i may not speak. 
memories my soul still rake; · 
reach out, reach but to me. 

Vera B. '73. 

(Anyone interested in the coHected poems 
of Robin Morgan (banned)· can get copy 
easily en'ough . .- Fact is, I ''urge" all, fem. 
poets tci do·so. Ted Hughes did manage to 
kill Sylvia Plath: Robin explains how. -

· Stefanie) · .. 
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